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The apparent stickiness of water droplets is caused by
small defects that are always present on the surface of
a solid,and that pin the leading edge of a downward-

moving drop.In this position,the internal contact angle
(Fig.1a) the drop makes with the solid surface is larger in
the downward direction than upwards,generating a gra-
dient of curvature and thus a gradient of pressure that
opposes the force of gravity1.This ‘capillary force’of the
drop scales linearly with the diameter,whereas gravity
scales with its cube.So only drops smaller than a charac-
teristic length (called the capillary length),of the order of
one millimetre,can stick to window-panes.For certain
surfaces it would be helpful to avoid this adhesive 
behaviour,for example,to eliminate the blurring of our
window-panes and car windshields.In a recent issue of
Langmuir,Yoshimitsu et al.2 discuss this question by 

considering so-called superhydrophobic surfaces.
On a superhydrophobic surface a small water drop

remains quasi-spherical: the internal angle is very large,
which dramatically lowers the contact area between the
drop and the solid surface3,thereby greatly increasing the
internal contact angle (Fig.1b).These slightly flattened
spherical drops are the result of a combination of
chemistry and physics: the surface is both hydrophobic
and rough,and the roughness enhances the
hydrophobicity4.Two processes are thought to contribute
to this phenomenon: first,a rough material has a higher
surface area than a smooth one,which increases its
hydrophobicity (Wenzel model)5; second,air can be
trapped in the roughness,which also enhances its
hydrophobicity because the drop is then partially sitting
on air (Cassie model)6,7.In general,the second process
dominates the observed behaviour.

This is worth knowing when designing a
superhydrophobic solid: the surface must be coated with
a texture in which air is likely to remain trapped when it
comes into contact with water.It has been shown,for
example,that surfaces decorated with spikes or posts
exhibit superhydrophobic behaviour: the water drops
behave as fakirs are supposed to do on a bed of nails: sit
comfortably on top of the posts7.In their study,
Yoshimitsu et al.decorated flat solids with square pillars
of about 100 µm across (Fig.1c),which allows them to
observe directly the sitting-on-air regime.They also
showed that it is possible to switch from the Wenzel to the
Cassie regime,for example by varying the heights of
individual posts,or by changing the weight of the drop: if
the fakir is too fat,he gets impaled on the posts!

The fakir regime has another interesting feature:
because the substrate supporting the drop consists
mainly of air,the usual surface defects are largely replaced
by a defect-free cushion of air.This significantly decreases
the capillary forces making the drop stick to the surface6.
Overall,this situation not only dramatically increases the
internal contact angle,but also greatly reduces the
possible fluctuations in this angle — both of these effects
reduce the adhesion of the drop.By studying the
transition between the fakir regime and the impaled one,
Yoshimitsu et al.confirm that the fakir regime generates
surfaces that water drops will slide across more easily2.

The authors also consider the effect of varying the
structure of the textured surface in the fakir regime.
On surfaces made from pillars or grooves — but having
similar contact angles — the authors observe different
sliding behaviour.They find that the water drops have the
least adhesion on surfaces having grooves that are parallel
to the direction of motion.But,the drops stick less to
pillars than to grooves that are oriented perpendicular to
the direction of the moving drop.These observations
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Figure 1 Behaviour of water
drops on different surfaces.
a,Water drop wetting a normal
surface forms a low internal
contact angle.b,Non-wetting,
quasi-spherical drop forms a
high internal contact angle on a
superhydrophobic surface.
c,Drop on a solid surface
decorated with pillars.The entire
surface is coated with a water-
repellent agent,and the space
between the pillars is filled with
air.Yoshimitsu et al.2 observe
that the drop can sit happily on
top of these pillars — the so-
called ‘fakir regime’ —
corresponding to an apparent
contact angle larger than 150°
(superhydrophobic behaviour).
If the pillar height is shortened,
the water contact angle
decreases,because air is no
longer trapped below the drop.
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Fakir droplets
Looking through a window on a rainy day may generate feelings
other than melancholy. Curiosity, for example: isn’t it remarkable
that water droplets stick to the pane rather than sliding down?
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stress the importance of the choice of surface structure
for achieving an efficient hydrophobic substrate.

The most likely explanation involves the effect of the
surface structure on the movement of the ‘contact line’—
the boundary line around the drop where all three phases
(solid,water and air) are in contact.Grooves that are
perpendicular to the direction of the sliding drop present
more of an obstacle to the moving contact line than the
parallel grooves,whereas the pillar structure (which
combines both perpendicular and parallel grooves but in
shorter discontinuous segments) presents an
intermediate obstacle.So sometimes it may be more
effective to consider the behaviour of the contact line
when designing superhydrophobic surfaces,rather than
always looking for the highest possible contact angle.

Many questions remain about these super-
hydrophobic surfaces.On the one hand,how will a
reduction in the size of the posts or grooves affect the
superhydrophobic behaviour? In practical terms,it can
be important to reach submicrometre scales to ensure
that coatings remain transparent.On the other hand,a

quasi-spherical drop behaves quite remarkably on such
textured solids.Its friction as it moves,for example,is
much smaller than for a drop on an ordinary solid3,
where most of the friction takes place in the region of the
contact line.On a superhydrophobic solid,however,
drops seem to move over a dynamic film of air — which
makes the friction comparable to that experienced by a
raindrop falling in air.But what happens if these textured
solids are fully immersed in a pool of water? Will the
water still slide on them? Except for a few controversial
studies,this question still remains open,and designers of
boats and swimsuits impatiently await an answer.
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